
Transcript of Episode Two - Ascension 

[Unreal Images theme] 

Computer Generated Voices 
Season One, Episode Two. Ascension. 

[Music fades out, the computer glitches] [Astronaut breathes heavy in their suit] 

Narrator 
The sky is limitless 
The sky is vast 
The sky is space, 
Space is time. 
I do not have time but what I do have is all of space. So let us go now, you and I, and go back in 
time, in time, time, time, tiiime, tiiiiime. [voice gets distorted] 

[computer beep] 
[Musical interlude, an opera-style song] 

BBC Reporter during WWII 

[music dies down] The evacuation of British children is going on smoothly and efficiently. The 
Ministry of Health says that great progress has been made with the first part of the government's 
arrangements. For airwaves, road transport organizations, for local authorities and teachers, the 
voluntary workers and not least the householders in reception areas, are all playing their parts 
splendidly [sounds of a train arriving].  
At Number two, at Waterloo Station, one of the Metropolitan stations that are engaged today in the 
evacuation of London school children. At Number two platform, the train is in, the children are just 
arriving. Coming along, in their school-groups, with a banner in hand, saying what school they are. 
And then they follow behind the tiny tots in front leading up to the bigger one, the twelve, thirteen 
year olds behind. And here comes a high school, more like 14 15 and 16, they're being evacuated 
too [train departs].  

[computer glitches, music picks up] 

Beer Advertisement - Lowenbrau 

[music dies down] Here’s to good friends, tonight is kinda special, the beer will fall, must be 
something more somehow. So tonight, so tonight, let is be Lowenbrau. Let is be Lowenbrau. It's 
been so long, Here I’m glad to see you, raise your glass, here’s to health and happiness, so tonight, 
tonight, I let it be over there. When you are with good friends, having a good times don't just have a 
beer, have a 
Lowenbrau. Because good friends include time to serve the taste of a great beer and there's really 
only one - Lowenbrau. Tonight, let it be Lowenbrau. [computer glitches, music picks up]. 

[Music dies down] [Astronaut breathes heavy in their suit]
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